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HIERARCHY

H I E R AR CHY

I

n a complex system a hierarchy between device
and user structure is needed for the system for
performable and adaptive usage. IVEN Cloud has
a hierarchy for users to adapt their business to
Internet of things technology.
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Account

Profile

An account is the starting point
to enter the IVEN Platform. As it
is known, every business needs
an operational manager, in IVEN
platform this manager issue is
handled by an account. Simply
an account manages customers
(tenants) by using the account
layer. An Account manager can
create tenants, device groups
and device profiles; can assign
roles to users, can get tenant
reports, set rules and jobs.

A profile is the second layer of
the IVEN Platform. In a system,
which has categorizations in it,
there should be a differentiator
state. In IVEN Platform, profile
is the differentiator. Since a
printer and a TV don’t have the
same components, a profile,
which keeps the information
for a specific device type,
is essential for the efficient
IVEN usage. Therefore there
should be profiles that keep
the components and the
information about a specific
device type.

Tenant:
A profile is the second layer of the IVEN Platform. In a system, which
has categorizations in it, there should be a differentiator state. In
IVEN Platform, profile is the differentiator. Since a printer and a
TV don’t have the same components, a profile, which keeps the
information for a specific device type, is essential for the efficient
IVEN usage. Therefore there should be profiles that keep the
components and the information about a specific device type.
Application
An application is the starting point to enter the IVEN Platform for the
customer. As it is known, every system needs an operational manager
and in IVEN platform this manager issue is handled by applications.
Simply an application manager can create new users and assign
roles to them, also can create device groups and device profiles and
assign roles to users, can get tenant reports, set rules and jobs.
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D E V I C E R E G I S T R AT I O N

DE VI C E
REGI STR AT IO N

T

he device is the most valuable and important
part of the IVEN Cloud. There are plenty of
ways to register, activate and assign a device to
the different components of the system.

Single Device Registration

Device Activation

Transfer Device

This is the registration of a
single device to the IVEN
Cloud from the dashboard.

When a device is added
from the account level, the
device will not be activated
completely. This is the
activation of the device
when an account assign
the device to a tenant, this
occurs automatically by the
system using an Activation
Key for the process.

This is the transfer process
of the device/devices
between applications,
tenants or profiles.

Multiple Device
Registration (via JSON,
CSV
This is the registration of
multiple devices using an
excel, CSV etc. documents
from the dashboard.
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Assign Devices to Groups
In IVEN Cloud, users can
create groups in order to
manage their business; this
feature enables users to
assign devices to a group,
which is created, by the user.

USER ACCESS MANAGEMENT

USE R AC C ES S
MAN AG E M EN T

U

sers are the key features set for customers to manage their
business. In IVEN Cloud, there is a user hierarchy and set of roles
that can be assigned to the users by the admins of the layers created
under the system.

Create User Types

Assign Roles to User Types:

When an account or a tenant admin wants
to assign users to manage its business, they
first have to create user types with certain
roles to manage the users.

An account or tenant admin define user
types and assign specific roles to those user
types.

Create Users
When an account or a
tenant admin wants to
create a new user, they
create from the dashboard.
Assign Users
After creating a user, that
user can be assigned to a
user type that was created
by the admin.

Edit Roles to Users

Assign Users to Groups

When an account or
tenant admin want to
change the roles of
a specific user type
they can edit from the
dashboard.

In IVEN Cloud, users can
create groups in order to
manage their business; this
feature enables users to
assign devices to a group,
which is created, by the user.
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REPORTS

REPORTS

R

eports feature is the information provider
component of the IVEN Cloud. Sustaining
real time data provides real time actions;
however getting reports of the old data provides
sustainable business.

Key (Sensor) Reports

Generating reports of a
certain device. Taking
average, minimum,
maximum etc. values of
the device in a certain time
interval.

This is the registration of
multiple devices using an
excel, CSV etc. documents
from the dashboard.

API Usage Reports

Profile Report

This is a report type to track
the utilization of the system in a
certain time interval.

There are different profiled
devices on the field and each
different profiled device has
other functionality on the field.
This feature enables user to take
reports of a profile in a certain
time interval.

Report Builder
Every customer has different
needs of reporting. By this
feature we enable user to build
his/her own report from the
dashboard.
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Device Reports

Rule Report
Users set rules to track the
abnormalities of the devices.
This feature enables users to
take a report of a rule in a
certain time interval.

REPORTS

Group Report

Application Report

Raw Data Between Dates

Users can get the average,
minimum, maximum etc.
values of a group in a certain
time interval.

This is the report for the
tenant users to track and
manage the devices and the
business.

TThis is the pure historical
data of a sensor or a device
for users to track and
manage abnormalities of any
device.
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ENVIRONMENT

E NVI R O N MEN T

E

nvironment is about how IVEN manage
this complex and massive amount of
requests and data in a superior way.
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Brokers

Request Reporting and Replay

IVEN provide TCP, MQTT,
HTTP/s, CoaP, SNMP
connections to communicate
with devices.

IVEN system records requests
and simulate the requests when
the user wants to track the
performance of the system in a
certain time interval.

ALARMS, RULES AND JOBS

ALAR M S,
RU LE S AN D
JOB S

A

rule engine working with the
data generated by devices is
how customers create functional
meanings from the IVEN Cloud.
By providing customizable rule
engine users have the ability
to take action only when it is
needed.
Multiple Sensor Rule

Background Jobs

Users can create rules that
depend on multiple sensor
values.

Easily schedule background jobs
for batch and long operations.

Multiple Conditions
Users can create rules with
“AND” or “OR” conditions.
Jobs

Mail, Notification and SmS:
When users create jobs and
rules, they can be alerted with
specified mail, notification or
SmS.

This is a feature for users to
manage their devices with
minimum effort. By setting jobs
for the system, users can set an
automatic report for a specific
time interval.
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STORAGE

STO R AG E

S

torage is the knowledge hub of the IVEN
Cloud. IVEN stores device information
with using NoSQL technology and use
MongoDB for storing device logs and creating
understandable data.
Transfer Data to Mongo Servers
IVEN application servers can send data to any server that run
MongoDB on it.

FIRMWARE UPGRADE ON
T H E A I R ( O TA )

FI RM WAR E
UP G R AD E O N
THE AI R ( O TA )

F

irmware update on the air is a very utile
feature of IVEN Cloud. IVEN cloud can pull
the required files from the specified location
using FTP or HTTPs and can upgrade the
devices on the field.
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BILLING MANAGEMENT

B I LLI N G
MAN AG E M EN T

C

ustomers need to pay for
your service. If it is easy
and reachable, users can get
the payment faster and more
planned.

Credit Card and Other Payment Method
Integration
IVEN Cloud enables customers to pay
with any credit card.to any server that run
MongoDB on it.
Creating Invoices for Each Tenant
Our users can create invoices according to
the usage and number of devices for their
customers.
Creating Invoices for Each Account
IVEN also makes it easy for customers to pay
IVEN for the IVEN service.
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SECURITY

SE CU R I TY

T

he concept of Internet of things can be possible only with a
secured communication. IVEN Cloud takes every sector specifically
for special precautious action to create a secure environment.
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SSL
This is a sector standard
cryptographic protocol, which
enables devices and users
communicate safely.
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Activation Keys
Every device signs up to IVEN
Cloud by using an activation
key. The activation key is
specific for each and every
device; therefore if one device
is hacked IVEN Cloud never
loses the whole system.

API Keys
This is the key for the devices
to assign to the specific
application. This is how devices
differ applications in the
system.

SE RIALI Z AT IO N
FO R MATS
Message Pack

Protocol Buffers

This is a smart way to serialize the data in a
faster and smaller way than JSON. There are
plenty of libraries in the common languages
to encode/decode message pack efficiently.

Protocol Buffers are a way of serializing data
with a predefined schema. It is a format
developed by Google and used internally to
communicate their services.
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